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Intellectual Freedom Highlights

Aurora Public Library employee resigns over Muslim poem controversy | Chicago Tribune; "Roth says when she first read the poem,
which seems to take cruel aim at Muslims and, in particular, Muslim women, “it stopped me in my tracks … it was horrible,” she said.
“But then I read it again and started to think about it … and saw what the artist was trying to say … that those thoughts were
abhorrent.”

Censorship 

Oklahoma substitute teacher speaks out after finding offensive word in elementary school book | Oklahoma's News 4
"Bruised and ashamed" after Islamophobic display, Aurora Public Library board vows to "do better" | Daily Herald

Privacy

There's a new bill to regulate Facebook and Google's data collection | Slate
13 Going on Old Enough to Share Your Personal Data | Slate
5 things every K-12 employee should do to protect student data | eSchool News

See this week's additional privacy news and updates on the Choose Privacy Week blog.

Net Neutrality and Broadband Access 

Net neutrality protections still in place - for now; ALA releases new FAQ | ALA District Dispatch
Why Republicans can't vote for net neutrality CRA | Forbes

Access 

Council debates charging for use of library meeting room | PT Leader.com (Washington)
Lawrence Activist Sues Over Arrest At Kansas City Library Public Event Two Years Ago | KCUR

 Free Press, Social Media, and Fake News 

Reporters Without Borders just released its annual press-freedom report card, and the grades are dismal | Washington Post
Facebook reveals its censorship guidelines for the first time — 27 pages of them | Los Angeles Times
Why diverse online communities don’t trust journalists and seven ways to fix it | Knight Foundation
NOT REAL NEWS: California Bill would not ban Bible sales | The New York Times; "Bible sales would not be banned in California
under proposed state legislation, contrary to widely shared claims by multiple online sites. The issue emerged over a bill that seeks to
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classify selling or advertising gay conversion therapy as a fraudulent business practice in the state."

Academic Freedom and Campus Speech 

Code Yellow: University of Montana limits idea sharing to zones on campus | Washington Examiner
Don't be fooled: There is a free speech crisis | Chronicle of Higher Education

First Amendment and Free Speech 

Nevada student sues over dress code banning pro-gun shirts | The New York Times
C-SPAN's Landmark Cases covers Tinker v Des Moines | C-SPAN
Justice Kagan on the First Amendment | Newseum

Around the Web 

What happens when science just disappears? | Wired
Could genre-based classifications limit intellectual freedom? | OIF Blog
IMLS releases annual data on American public libraries | IMLS

International Issues 

Cameroon media operating in climate of fear and self-censorship - RSF Report | AfricaNews
Researchers say Canadian technology used to censor internet internationally | Radio Canada International
Banned in Beirut: The politics of cultural censorship in Lebanon | The Economist

ALA News

Choose Privacy Week 2018: Explore, Learn, & Teach about Big Data | OIF Blog; "In the wake of Mark Zuckerberg’s Congressional
testimony last week and the related explosion of public interest in how online personal data is collected, stored, shared, used and
sometimes misused, this year’s CPW theme is “Big Data is Watching You”
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